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VIROLOGY
Mapping viral disease vectors
The mosquitoes that carry the dengue and chikungunya viruses are more widespread than ever before, and are likely to increase their ranges.
Simon Hay at the University of Oxford, UK, and his team compiled more than 40,000 records of the occurrence of the mosquitoes Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. They combined this with environmental data to map the current and possible range of these insects at a 5 × 5-kilometre scale.
These two Aedes species are found widely in all continents except Antarctica, but are still not reported in habitat that is potentially suitable for them. The team's maps could direct surveillance of these mosquitoes in understudied areas. animals' grasping ability and increase their toughness. Seahorses use their bone-armourplated tails to grip the corals and plants in which they hide, but, unlike most animal tails, the cross-section of theirs is square rather than circular. Michael Porter at Clemson University, South Carolina, and his team printed 3D articulated models of both square and circular tails and tested them under various conditions. Although the twisting ability of the cylindrical model was greater, the square prism structure provided the tail with more contact area for gripping objects and assisted the tail in relaxation, which could reduce the amount of energy a seahorse expends on grasping.
The square tail was also three times stiffer and four times stronger when compressed.
